Darondo is back, and the amazing story of a once-disappeared Bay Area soul man continues to unfold. More tapes of unreleased material have been discovered, hidden in an attic for 30+ years! Now available for the first time anywhere.

In January 2006 Luv N'Haight records released Let My People Go an album of low-rider soul, funky blues and R'n'B music by the long-lost Darondo. The Times in London called the tunes “Vibrant, real and alive,” while Unleashed Magazine described Darondo as “A Street Savvy Al Green,” and Elle Magazine said the tracks were “Guaranteed to move your hips and your heart.”

On this new vinyl EP we present 5 tracks, four of which have never been released. Starting out with a nice n’loud cut of “Legs” for the funk DJs, also featured is the previously unreleased instrumental version. On the flip “Such a Night” sees Darondo in ballad mode with a nod to Roy Ayers or Ramp. “My Momma and My Poppa” is the original version that Darondo recorded prior to the version on “Let My People Go,” and the EP is rounded out with a blues driven song called “Packin’ Up”

**Side A:**
A1. Legs
A2. Legs (Instrumental)*

**Side B:**
B1. Such a Night*  
B2. My Momma and My Poppa*  
B3. Packin’ Up*  
*Previously unreleased (or previously unreleased version) unavailable on any other release.

“Sexy, earthy funk... formidable tracks. Four stars.”

**ROLLING STONE**

"Ubiquity Records' crate-digging extraordinaires exhume this '70s Bay Area soul croaker, an immensely appealing mix of Too $hort and Al Green. The word of the day is "Legs." Now get out there and spread the word."
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